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Abstract—Deep generative models such as Variational Autoencoders (VAEs) and Generative Adversarial Networks (GANs)
have recently been applied to style and domain transfer for
images, and in the case of VAEs, music. GAN-based models
employing several generators and some form of cycle consistency
loss have been among the most successful for image domain
transfer. In this paper we apply such a model to symbolic
music and show the feasibility of our approach for music genre
transfer. Evaluations using separate genre classifiers show that
the style transfer works well. In order to improve the fidelity
of the transformed music, we add additional discriminators that
cause the generators to keep the structure of the original music
mostly intact, while still achieving strong genre transfer. Visual
and audible results further show the potential of our approach.
To the best of our knowledge, this paper represents the first
application of GANs to symbolic music domain transfer.
Index Terms—Deep Learning, Neural Networks, Music, MIDI,
Style, Genre, Domain, Transfer, CNN, GAN, CycleGAN

I. I NTRODUCTION
Style and domain transfer using neural networks have
become exciting machine learning showcases. Most prior work
has focused on the image domain, and has enabled us, for
example, to take photographs and have them rendered in
the style of a certain painter [1], or change an image taken
during summer to look like it were captured in winter [2].
Domain transfers are interesting, because they require the
development of novel representation learning techniques that
will carry over to other areas in Deep Learning research.
In order for domain transfers to work, the neural network
models must have a “deep” understanding of the underlying
domain. This requires the extraction of salient features from
complex data such as images, natural language, or music. Deep
generative models like Variational Autoencoders [3] (VAE)
and Generative Adversarial Networks [4] (GAN) seem well
suited for this task, as they attempt to learn the true underlying
data generating distribution. Thus, neural style transfer using
deep generative models is a highly relevant part of deep
representation learning research [5].
Domain transfer for music has many possible real world
applications. For instance, professional musicians often create
cover songs, i.e., new interpretations of a song from another
musician. If both musicians roughly belong to the same genre,
a slight change in instrumentation coupled with the unique
characteristics of the cover artist’s voice could already be
enough to make the cover song worth listening to. However,
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there are many cases were the original and cover artists
come from completely different styles. In such cases, the
transformations necessary to make the cover song pleasing
to listen to are far more elaborate. One can only imagine the
amount of effort that goes into arranging an entire symphony
based on a comparatively simple rock song [6]. Domain
transfer systems could significantly accelerate this process, or
even automate it completely, which would let us enjoy music
that generally has not been feasible to create on a large scale.
The terms style and domain transfer have often been used
interchangeably in the literature. As there are no standard
definitions or distinctions of the two terms, which can lead
to some confusion, we will discuss them briefly at this point.
The term style transfer in the context of neural networks
was introduced by Gatys et al. [1] and usually refers to
preserving explicit content features of an image and applying
to it explicit style features of another image. The explicit
style and content features are, e.g., extracted from a pretrained CNN. Thus, style transfer enables the merging of
two images while allowing the control over how much style
and content each of the images contributes. The concept of
domain transfer is more general, as it aims to learn a mapping
between entire domains of, e.g. images. For instance, domain
transfer allows to take any input from domain A and change
it such that it looks like it belongs to domain B, where A and
B could be summer and winter, or Jazz and Classic. There
must not necessarily be an explicit constraint that preserves
“content”, but regularization techniques such as applying a
cycle consistency loss as in [2] encourage the preservation of
overall content, and help the network to only change what is
necessary to perform the domain transfer. However, we think
that the idea of style transfer is more general than simply
using the “style” features extracted from a CNN, and that it
depends on the definition of style. For example, if we want
to transfer music from one genre to another, it could either
be called style transfer (if style is defined as the genre) and/or
domain transfer, where music genres A and B are seen as two
domains. Nevertheless, for the sake of consistency, we will use
the terms domain or genre transfer, but still occasionally use
the term style transfer when referring to prior work.
In this paper we consider the task of transferring a piece
of music from a source to a target genre. The transfer
should be clearly noticeable, while retaining enough of the
original melody and structure such that the source piece is
still recognizable. To that end we adapt CycleGAN [2], a

successful neural domain transfer architecture for images, to
perform genre transfer on symbolic music. We show that
our model can transform polyphonic music pieces from a
source to a target genre, e.g., from Jazz to Classic, by only
changing note pitches. We introduce additional discriminators
to balance the strength of the domain transfer against retaining
the original input’s content. We use separate genre classifiers
to quantify the effect of the genre transfer. Provided audio
samples show that the genre transfer cannot only be picked
up by a neural network classifier, but can indeed be heard
by humans. Additionally, the polyphonic music generated by
our model sounds pleasing and harmonic, with relatively few
dissonant notes or rhythmic stumbles. To the best of our
knowledge, we present the first successful attempt at domain
transfer for symbolic music with GANs. In order to facilitate
future research we provide our code and training data.1
II. R ELATED W ORK
Gatys et al. [1] introduce the concept of neural style transfer
and show that pre-trained CNNs can be used to merge the style
and content of two images. Approaches such as CycleGAN [2]
do not require the extraction of explicit style and content
features, but instead uses a pair of generators to transform
data from a domain A to another domain B. The nature of the
two domains implicitly specifies the kinds of features that will
be extracted. For example, if domain A contains photographs
and domain B contains paintings, then CycleGAN should learn
to transfer any painting into a photograph and vice versa.
We use the same structure as CycleGAN and apply it to
music in the MIDI format. The general idea of CycleGAN has
been further developed and improved. A few notable examples
include CycleGAN-VC [7], StarGAN [8], CoGAN [9] and
DualGAN [10]. In the future we plan on using a more complex
architecture and incorporate improvements from these works,
but in this paper we focus on showing the feasibility of a
CycleGAN approach to domain transfer for symbolic music.
Existing work on music style transfer includes Malik et
al. [11], who introduce a model that learns to play music in
the style of a human musician. Their model adds velocities
to “flat” MIDI files which results in more realistic sounding music. While their model can indeed play music in a
more human-like manner, it can only change note velocities,
and does not learn the characteristics of different musical
styles/genres. Brunner et al. [12] create MIDI-VAE, a multitask Variational Autoencoder model with a shared latent space
that is capable of changing the style of complete compositions
from, e.g., Classic to Jazz. In addition to note pitches, MIDIVAE also models most other aspects of music contained in
MIDI files, i.e., velocities, note durations and instrumentation.
In contrast to MIDI-VAE, we do not limit the number of
simultaneously played notes, which leads to richer sounding
music. Furthermore, when only considering the note pitches,
our method achieves a more convincing style transfer. For
1 Repository:
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raw audio, Van den Oord et al. [13] introduce a VAE model
with discrete latent space that is able to perform speaker
voice transfer. Mor et al. [14] develop a system based on
WaveNet [15] autoencoders that is capable of translating raw
music between instruments, genres and styles. Their system
even enables the synthesis of music from whistling.
The focus of this paper lies on musical genre transfer.
However, genre transfer can only be successful if the resulting music sounds pleasant. Therefore we will briefly cover
important work in the field of automatic music generation
without direct application to style or domain transfer. Much
of the existing work uses standard Recurrent Neural Networks
(RNN) ([16], [17]) or long short-term memory networks [18]
([19]–[23]) to model music. More recently, CNNs have also
been successfully applied, sometimes in combination with
RNNs ([24], [25]). Generative models such as the Variational
Autoencoder (VAE) and Generative Adversarial Networks
(GANs) have been increasingly successful at generating music.
Roberts et al. introduce MusicVAE [26], a hierarchical VAE
model that can capture long-term structure in polyphonic
music and exhibits high interpolation and reconstruction performance. GANs, while very powerful, are notoriously difficult
to train and have generally not been applied to sequential
data. However, Mogren [27], Yang et al. [28] and Dong et
al. [29] have recently shown the efficacy of CNN-based GANs
for music composition. We use CNN-based GANs to model
music and perform domain transfer. Yu et al. [30] were the
first to successfully apply RNN-based GANs to music by
incorporating reinforcement learning techniques. For a more
comprehensive overview of automatic music generation, we
refer the interested reader to the following surveys: [31]–[33].
III. M ODEL A RCHITECTURE
Our model is based on Generative Adversarial Networks
(GANs) [4]. Vanilla GANs consist of a generator G and a
discriminator D. The generator tries to generate real looking
data from noise, while the discriminator attempts to distinguish
the output of the generator from real data. G and D are
iteratively trained in a two-player minimax game manner.
Since our goal is to transfer music from one domain to another,
the generator does not actually get noise as input, but instead
real samples from the source domain. In this paper we only
deal with translation between two domains at a time, and
will hence refer to them as domain A and B, where the two
domains correspond to music from two different genres. Since
the transfer should be symmetric, i.e., we want to transfer
samples from A to B and vice versa, our model follows the
same structure as the recently introduced CycleGAN [2]. A
CycleGAN basically consists of two GANs that are arranged in
a cyclic fashion and trained in unison. One generator transfers
data from domain A to B and the other from B to A. One
discriminator is attached to each generator output. Figure 1
shows the architecture of our model. Blue and red arrows
denote the domain transfers in the two opposite directions, and
black arrows point to the loss functions. GA→B and GB→A
are two generators which transfer data between A and B. DA

and DB are two discriminators which distinguish if data is
real or fake. DA,m and DB,m are two extra discriminators
which force the generators to learn more high-level features.
Following the blue arrows, xA denotes a real data sample
from source domain A. x̂B denotes the same data sample after
being transferred to target domain B, i.e., x̂B = GA→B (xA ).
x̃A denotes the same data sample after being transferred back
to the source domain A, i.e., x̃A = GB→A (GA→B (xA )).
Equivalently, following the red arrows describes the opposite
direction, i.e., the transfer from B to A and back to B. M
is a dataset containing music from multiple domains, e.g,
M = A ∪ B. xM denotes a data sample from M .
As in [2], we use the L2 norm for the adversarial loss. For
the generators, we have
LGA→B = kDB (x̂B ) − 1k2
LGB→A = kDA (x̂A ) − 1k2
To enforce forward-backward consistency, Zhu et al. [2]
introduce an extra L1 loss term called cycle consistency loss:
Lc = kx̃A − xA k1 + kx̃B − xB k1
The cycle consistency loss ensures that the input is mapped
back to itself after passing it through both generators, i.e.,
after completing the cycle. If the cycle loss is omitted, the
generators will suffer from posterior collapse, and there will
only be little or no mutual information between the input and
output, which is generally undesirable. The cycle consistency
loss can also be seen as a regularizer that makes sure the
generators do not ignore the input data, but instead retain as
much information as necessary to then be able to invert the
transformation.
Thus, the total loss function of the generators is
LG = LGA→B + LGB→A + λLc

(1)

Where λ is used to weight the contribution of the cycle
consistency loss. For the standard GAN discriminators, we
have
LDA =

1
(kDA (xA ) − 1k2 + kDA (x̂A )k2 )
2

1
(kDB (xB ) − 1k2 + kDB (x̂B )k2 )
2
GAN training is highly unstable and the discriminator and
generator training needs to be carefully balanced. A common
failure mode is when the discriminator is too powerful and
overpowers the generator early in training, which results
in convergence to a bad local optima. In our setting there
is another difficulty: Since the generators need to learn a
transformation from a source to a target music genre, they
effectively need to learn features of both genres, such that the
discriminator can be fooled. It is likely that music genres have
a few very distinctive patterns, and that the generators could
LDB =

then simply generate many of these patterns in an attempt to
fool the discriminator. Even though the discriminator might
be fooled, the output might not sound realistic anymore. In
order to force the generators to learn better high-level features,
we add two extra discriminators. The main difference to the
standard discriminators is that they are trained to distinguish
fake data and data from multiple domains (M ), instead of just
data from the target domain. This helps regularize the generator to stay on the “music manifold”, and generate plausible,
realistic music. More importantly, it causes the generator to
retain much of the input’s structure, thereby ensuring that the
original piece is still recognizable after the genre transfer. The
loss for these two extra discriminators DA,m and DB,m is

LDA,m =


1
kDA,m (xM ) − 1k2 + kDA,m (x̂A )k2
2

LDB,m =


1
kDB,m (xM ) − 1k2 + kDB,m (x̂B )k2
2

where M denotes mixed real data from multiple domains (here
possibly Jazz, Classic and/or Pop). Thus the total loss for the
discriminators is
LD,all = LD + γ LDA,m + LDB,m



(2)

where γ is used to weight the extra discriminator losses.
To further stabilize the GAN training we add Gaussian noise
2
to the inputs of the discriminators, similar to [34].
N 0, σD
This improves the robustness and generalization performance
of the model. The effects of adding the extra discriminators
and applying noise to the input of all discriminators are
evaluated in Sections VI-B and VI-C.
IV. DATASET AND P REPROCESSING
We train our models on music in the MIDI format, which is
a symbolic music representation that resembles sheet music.
MIDI (Musical Instrument Digital Interface) was originally
created as a standard communication interface between electrical instruments, computers and other devices. Thus, MIDI
files do not contain actual sound like MP3 files, but instead socalled MIDI messages. For us, the most relevant are the Note
On and Note Off messages. The Note On message indicates
that a note is beginning to be played, and it also specifies
the velocity (loudness) of that note. The Note Off message
denotes the end of a note. Each note also has a specified pitch,
which in MIDI can range between 0 and 127, corresponding
to a note range of C−1 to G9 . A standard piano can play
MIDI notes 21 to 108, or equivalently A0 to C8 . Velocity
values also range between 0 and 127. Since MIDI files do not
contain any sounds themselves, a MIDI synthesizer is required
to actually play them. Such synthesizers can either be hardware
devices or pieces of software. The final sound will depend on
the implementation of the instrument sounds within the used
synthesizer.
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Fig. 1. Architecture of our model. The two cycles are shown in blue and red respectively. The black arrows point to the loss functions. We extend the basic
CycleGAN architecture with additional discriminators DA,m and DB,m .

To input MIDI files to a neural network, they must first
be converted into a matrix, the so-called piano roll representation, which can be obtained using the pretty midi [35] and
Pypianoroll [29] Python packages. Since MIDI notes can have
arbitrary lengths, it is necessary to re-sample the MIDI file in
order to discretize time and allow a matrix representation. We
use a sampling rate of 16 time steps per bar, a common choice
in the literature ([12], [28]), which means that the shortest
possible note is the 16th note. A bar is a segment of time
corresponding to a specific number of beats, each of which
is represented by a particular note value and the boundaries
of the bar are indicated by vertical lines (bars) on a music
sheet. For example in the common 44 time signature, a bar
contains 4 beats and on each beat we can play a quarter
note, two eighth notes, four sixteenth notes, and so on. Thus,
our final piano-roll representation is a t × p matrix, where
t denotes the number of time steps (e.g., t=16 for a 1-bar
piece), and p denotes the number of pitches. We omit the
velocity information by setting all velocities to 127, such that
every note has the same loudness. This makes learning easier,
since every note can now only be on or off, instead of taking
128 possible values. Therefore, the piano-roll representation
contains a p-dimensional k-hot vector at each time step, where
k is the number of simultaneously played notes. Because notes
with the pitch below C1 or above C8 are not very common,
we only retain notes between this range, i.e., p = 84. Thus,
the piano-roll for one bar is of size 16 × 84. Since music
has temporal structures we need to consider the relation of
consecutive bars. Therefore, similar to MuseGAN [29], we use
phrases consisting of 4 consecutive bars as training samples.
Thus, the resulting samples are of size 64 × 84.
MIDI files can have multiple tracks, where each track can
be assigned a different instrument. Since we base our genre
transfer solely on note pitches, it is important that we retain
as much of the “content” of the original song as possible.
Otherwise, the “style” of the song might be lost after selecting
only a subset of voices. For example, two songs from two
different genres with roughly the same melody but different
accompaniments would be difficult to classify if we only
consider the notes that comprise the melody. While some
previous works select a limited number of voices to make

learning easier (e.g., [12]), we simply merge all notes of all
tracks into a single track. By doing so we retain most of the
original songs identity, i.e., it is still clearly recognizable as
the original song. However, since all notes are now played
by the same instrument, the music can sound cluttered. We
therefore do not use highly complex pieces of music such as
symphonies, as the number of different voices and instruments
is simply too high. We further omit the drum track, since it
often sounds bad when played by another instrument.
In order to perform domain transfer we require music
from different genres. In this paper we use songs from the
genres Jazz, Classic and Pop which we collected from various
sources. As the dataset is noisy, we need to perform several
preprocessing steps. First, we filter out MIDI files whose
first beat does not start at 0. Then we remove songs whose
time signature changes throughout the song, or whose time
signature is not 44 . After these preprocessing steps, we have
a clean dataset consisting of 12,341 Jazz, 16,545 Classic and
20,780 Pop samples, where the length of one sample is equal
to one phrase, or four bars. To avoid introducing a bias due
to the imbalance of genres, we reduce the amount of samples
in the larger dataset to match that of the smaller one. For
example, when training on Jazz and Classic, we randomly
sample 12,341 phrases from the Classic dataset to match the
size of the Jazz dataset.
V. A RCHITECTURE PARAMETERS AND T RAINING
GAN training is generally unstable, as the generator and
discriminator need to be carefully balanced. Many techniques
have been introduced in order to stabilize GAN training [36],
of which we employ several, such as using instance normalization [37] and LeakyReLU [38] activations. During development we experimented with different architectures for the
generator and discriminator, before settling on those shown in
Tables I and II. The inputs to the generators and discriminators have the shape (batchsize, 64, 84, 1). Before feeding the
samples to the models, we normalize the pitch values to the
range [0,1]. We use the Adam [3] optimizer with an initial
learning rate of α = 0.0002. The momentum decay rates are
set to β1 = 0.5 and β2 = 0.999. As suggested by [2], we set
λ = 10 in Equation 1. Also, we choose γ = 1 in Equation 2.

TABLE I
D ISCRIMINATOR ARCHITECTURE
Input: (batchsize × 64 × 84 × 1)
layer
filter
stride
channel
instance norm
conv
4×4
2×2
64
False
conv
4×4
2×2
256
True
conv
1×1
1×1
1
False
Output: (batchsize × 16 × 21 × 1)

TABLE IV
AVERAGE GENRE CLASSIFIER ACCURACY WITH G AUSSIAN INPUT NOISE
ADDED DURING TESTING TO EVALUATE ROBUSTNESS .
activation
LReLu
LReLu
None

TABLE II
G ENERATOR ARCHITECTURE
Input: (batchsize × 64 × 84 × 1)
layer
filter stride channel instance norm activation
conv
7×7 1×1
64
True
ReLu
conv
3×3 2×2
128
True
ReLu
conv
3×3 2×2
256
True
ReLu
3×3 1×1
256
True
ReLu
10× ResNet
3×3 1×1
256
True
ReLu
deconv
3×3 2×2
128
True
ReLu
deconv
3×3 2×2
64
True
ReLu
deconv
7×7 1×1
1
False
Sigmoid
Output: (batchsize × 64 × 84 × 1)

We train each model for a maximum of 30 epochs, or until
the cycle loss converges, and set the batch size to 16.
VI. E XPERIMENTAL R ESULTS
Evaluating the performance of a music generation system
is difficult since the goodness of music is a highly subjective
measure. Evaluating style and domain transfer is slightly
simpler, because one effectively generates aligned pairs of
samples, e.g., xA and x̂B , where both samples have a domain
label. Thus, we can train a style classifier CA,B to distinguish
between genre A and B, and then apply it to xA and x̂B . If the
style transfer works, CA,B will classify xA as A, and x̂B as
B. The more confident the classifier is, the stronger the genre
transfer. In the following we describe the style classifier CA,B ,
before describing how the GAN training can be improved by
applying Gaussian noise to the discriminator inputs. Finally,
we evaluate the style transfer effectiveness of multiple models.
A. Genre Classifier
To evaluate whether our model really learns the translation
among different genres, we build a binary classifier CA,B that
outputs a probability distribution over domains A and B. The
architecture of the genre classifier is shown in Table III. We
apply a softmax activation to the two output neurons of the last
layer, and optimize the classifier with a cross-entropy loss. We

TABLE III
C LASSIFIER ARCHITECTURE
Input: (batchsize × 64 × 84 × 1)
layer
filter
stride
channel
conv
1 × 12
1 × 12
64
conv
4×1
4×1
128
conv
2×1
2×1
256
conv
8×1
8×1
512
conv
1×7
1×7
2
Output: (batchsize × 2)

instance norm
False
True
True
True
False

activation
LReLu
LReLu
LReLu
LReLu
Softmax

σC
0
0.01
0.1
0.2
0.3
0.5
Jazz vs. Classic 88.89% 88.53% 87.87% 84.71% 83.07% 74.93%
Classic vs. Pop 84.66% 83.42% 81.97% 81.12% 78.14% 70.28%
Jazz vs. Pop 67.07% 66.18% 63.78% 62.40% 61.72% 59.96%

train the genre classifiers on real data from two domains, e.g.,
Jazz and Classic. The data is the same as that used during
the GAN training, and we use a 90/10 train/test split. The
performance of the genre classifiers on the test sets is shown
in the first column of Table IV. The accuracy on Jazz vs.
Classic and Classic vs. Pop is quite high, with 88.89% and
84.66% respectively. The classifier’s performance on Jazz vs.
Pop is significantly lower, indicating that the two genres are
more similar, at least when only considering note pitches.
The genre classifiers are trained only on real data. However,
we want to use them to evaluate whether a domain transfer
was successful. For this, we need to apply the classifier on data
that has been passed through a generator. If the generator successfully recovered the underlying data generating distribution,
the two cases are the same. However, in practice we have to
assume that the generator is not perfect and that the generated
data that is somehow different from real data. Therefore, the
train and test set for the genre classifier effectively come from
slightly different distributions, i.e., we are applying the genre
classifier on fake data, where during training it has only ever
seen real data. This could potentially negatively affect the
usefulness of our genre classifier, as we do not know how well
it will generalize to fake data. In this paper we investigate
the robustness of our genre classifier in the case where the
generators apply Gaussian noise to the inputs. This is of
course a simplification, since the true transformations applied
by the generators are more complex. Table IV shows how
the performance of the style classifier changes when Gaussian
2
)) is applied to the inputs of the classifier.
noise (N (0, σC
Note that the inputs (note pitches) are normalized to lie in
the range [-1,1]. The results show that the genre classifier is
robust even when adding noise that is large relative to the
input value range (i.e. N (0, 0.52 )). We therefore conclude
that the genre classifier learned salient features and cannot
easily be broken by random noise. We leave the evaluation of
the classifier’s robustness against more sophisticated, possibly
even adversarial, noise for future work.
In the following we will use the genre classifier CA,B to
evaluate the results of the domain transfer. When considering
a transfer from A to B, CA,B reports the probability PA (x)
if the source genre is A, and PB (x) if the source genre is B.
We consider a domain transfer from A to B as successful if
PA (xA ) = CA,B (xA ) > 0.5 AND PA (x̂B ) = CA,B (x̂B ) <
0.5. In other words: If the source style is considered to be
more likely before the transfer, and less likely after the transfer.
Among the successful domain transfers, we define the strength

TABLE V
L OSSES OF THE base MODEL AFTER 20 EPOCHS . O NLY FOR σD = 1 DID
THE CYCLE LOSS CONVERGE TO 0 AND THE DISCRIMINATOR AND
GENERATOR ARE IN BALANCE .
σD
Lc
LG
LD

0
0.37
1.20
0.36

0.01
0.98
1.87
0.27

0.1
0.20
1.00
0.41

1
0.00
0.52
0.49

3
0.29
0.80
0.50

5
0.87
1.56
0.44

of the domain transfer in one direction (A → B → A) as
P (A|xA ) − P (A|x̂B ) + P (A|x̃A ) − P (A|x̂B )
2
D
For the other direction i.e., (B → A → B), SB→A
is defined
analogously. The final domain transfer strength of a particular
model is defined as the average of the strengths in both
directions
D
SA→B
=

1 D
D
(S
+ SA→B
)
2 B→A
D
= 1 if
The maximum strength that can be achieved is Stot
for both directions, the source style’s probability is equal to
1 before the transfer, equal to 0 after the transfer, and again
equal to 1 after completing the cycle. For the remainder of
this paper we will use this metric to determine how well a
model can perform domain transfer. However, a model that
does not retain any structure of the original input can still
D
= 1 if the generators learn to perfectly invert
achieve Stot
each other. Therefore, human judgment is still necessary to
determine whether a model performs well. Generally, we are
looking for a model that transforms a piece of music from a
source to a target genre while retaining as much of the source’s
content as possible.
D
Stot
=

B. Discriminator Input Noise to Stabilize GAN Training
In order to force the generators and discriminators to learn
better features, i.e., avoid overfitting on spurious patterns,
and hence improve generalization, we add Gaussian noise
N (0, σD ) to both real and fake inputs of the discriminators,
similar to [34]. We train models for each domain pair with 6
different values for σD . For each domain pair and σD value
we train three different models: A base model without extra
discriminators, a partial model with DA,m and DB,m where
m ∈ M = A∪B and a full model with DA,m and DB,m where
m ∈ M = A ∪ B ∪ C. Since we have three genres in total,
C is always the remaining genre on which none of the base
discriminators is trained. For simplicity, we henceforth refer to
the three models as Mbase , Mpartial and Mf ull . This results
in a total of 3∗3∗6 = 54 models, from which we pick the best
D
ones according to our domain transfer strength metric Stot
. For
the sake of brevity, we only show the hyper parameter search
results for the base model trained on the Jazz and Classic
domains. Table V shows the effect of different values for σD
on the cycle consistency loss (Lc ), generator loss (LG ) and
discriminator loss (LD ), respectively. For σD = 1 the cycle
loss converges to zero, and the discriminator and generator
losses are balanced, which is generally an indicator that the

TABLE VI
G ENRE TRANSFER PERFORMANCE OF THE base MODEL MEASURED BY A
GENRE CLASSIFIER WITH σC = 1. A CONTAINS JAZZ PIECES AND B
CONTAINS C LASSIC PIECES .
σD
A
A→B
A→B→A
B
B→A
B→A→B
D
Stot

0
88.09%
31.38%
84.71%
92.53%
48.80%
89.24%
48.5%

0.01
88.09%
5.82%
99.82%
92.53%
56.26%
89.87%
61.5%

0.1
88.09%
29.16%
84.36%
92.53%
31.20%
89.33%
58.4%

1
88.09%
20.62%
88.18%
92.53%
20.71%
92.53%
69.7%

3
88.09%
12.18%
87.91%
92.53%
61.78%
90.67%
52.8%

5
88.09%
19.47%
34.13%
92.53%
90.67%
90.67%
20.5%

TABLE VII
G ENRE TRANSFER PERFORMANCE OF THREE DIFFERENT MODELS
TRAINED ON JAZZ AND C LASSIC . A: JAZZ , B: C LASSIC

A
A→B
A→B→A
B
B→A
B→A→B
D
Stot

Mbase
σD = 1
88.09%
20.62%
88.18%
92.53%
20.71%
92.53%
69.7%

Mpartial
σD = 0
88.09%
9.87%
87.73%
92.53%
25.87%
89.51%
71.6%

Mf ull
σD = 0.01
88.09%
20.00%
85.16%
92.53%
20.09%
90.49%
69.0%

model converged to a good optima and did not experience a
failure mode. Table VI shows the style transfer performance
of the same model. According to our genre transfer evaluation
D
metric, the model with σD = 1 performs best (Stot
= 69.7%),
which is consistent with the results from Table V. We found
that in order to find a model with good performance on
a particular domain pair, it is necessary to perform a new
parameter search over different values of σD .
C. Genre Transfer
In this section we evaluate the genre transfer performance
of our final models. For each model we indicate the specific
value for σD that was used during training. We present domain
transfer results on three different domain pairs: Jazz and
Classic, Classic and Pop, and Jazz and Pop. For each of
these domain pairs we show the results of the models Mbase ,
Mpartial and Mf ull . Tables VII, VIII and IX show the average
genre transfer results of our final models. The tables show
the probabilities that the genre classifier CA,B assigned to the
source genres. In all cases the transfer is successful, i.e., the
genre classifier assigns high probability to the source genre
before the transfer, and low probability after the transfer.
Please note that since our classifier is binary, a low probability
of the source genre is equivalent to a high probability of the
target genre. For most models, especially for the Jazz/Classic
and Classic/Pop pairs, the genre transfer is very strong, as can
D
. For Jazz and Pop, the
be seen from the high values of Stot
genre transfer is still successful, but less strong on average.
This is due to the fact that the genre classifier CA,B cannot
distinguish Pop and Jazz as easily as the other genre pairs.
At first glance, adding the additional discriminators in
Mpartial and Mf ull does not have a clear benefit, at least
D
measured by our domain transfer metric Stot
. However, as

Fig. 2. Samples transferred from Jazz to Classic. The first row contains
original samples from the test set of domain A (Jazz). The remaining rows
show the results from the domain transfer done by models Mbase , Mpartial
and Mf ull respectively (see Table VII for more details on the models).

Fig. 3. Samples transferred from Classic to Jazz. The first row contains
original samples from the test set of domain B (Classic). The remaining rows
show the results from the domain transfer done by models Mbase , Mpartial
and Mf ull respectively (see Table VII for more details on the models).

TABLE VIII
G ENRE TRANSFER PERFORMANCE OF THREE DIFFERENT MODELS
TRAINED ON C LASSIC AND P OP. A: C LASSIC , B: P OP

TABLE IX
G ENRE TRANSFER PERFORMANCE OF THREE DIFFERENT MODELS
TRAINED ON JAZZ AND P OP. A: JAZZ , B: P OP

A
A→B
A→B→A
B
B→A
B→A→B
D
Stot

Mbase
σD = 0.1
86.91%
45.12%
83.26%
80.04%
49.14%
72.48%
33.6%

Mpartial
σD = 1
86.91%
38.57%
87.39%
80.04%
23.13%
79.45%
52.6%

Mf ull
σD = 1
86.91%
26.61%
87.18%
80.04%
24.30%
80.15%
58.1%

explained in Section III, adding the additional discriminators
encourages the generators to stay on the “music manifold”
and has the effect of retaining more of the source’s structure.
This can be seen from Figures 2 and 3, where we show some
examples for both transfer directions of the Jazz and Classic
domain pair. The first row contains four original pieces from
the test set. The second row corresponds to the outputs of
Mbase , the third row to Mpartial and the last row to Mf ull .
Mbase changes the input too much in most cases, especially
when transferring from Classic to Jazz (Figure 3). The differences between Mpartial and Mf ull are less pronounced, but
we find that Mf ull consistently produces better results, i.e.,
a clearly audible domain transfer while leaving the original
melody largely intact. This final evaluation is subjective and
we leave the development of better genre transfer metrics for
future work. Overall, the genre transfer from Jazz to Classic
seems to be most noticeable. Generally, the original songs
sound better than the transferred once, indicating that the GAN
training needs further improvement to produce better sounding
music.
We believe that the results presented in this paper show that
GAN-based genre and style transfer for music is a promising
direction. In the future we plan to incorporate instrumentation
as well as note durations and velocities. Adding these factors,
especially instrumentation, should make the genre transfers

A
A→B
A→B→A
B
B→A
B→A→B
D
Stot

Mbase
σD = 0.01
60.53%
21.60%
57.51%
73.60%
40.62%
74.40%
35.4%

Mpartial
σD = 0.01
60.53%
14.84%
58.84%
73.60%
43.11%
72.09%
37.3%

Mf ull
σD = 0
60.53%
23.64%
60.53%
73.60%
49.24%
73.06%
30.5%

more easily audible for humans. To complement the presented
evaluation, we provide audio samples corresponding to Figures 2 and 3, as well as a few samples of famous songs.2
VII. C ONCLUSION
In this paper we present, to the best of our knowledge, the
first application of GANs to symbolic music domain transfer.
We extend the standard CycleGAN model with additional
discriminators to regularize the generators. We show that these
discriminators improve the generated music by encouraging
the generators to preserve the structure of the input, while still
performing strong domain transfer. The genre transfer cannot
only be picked up by a neural network classifier, but can be
heard by the untrained ear. Furthermore, the resulting music
has complex structure and generally sounds harmonic. In the
future we plan to develop more objective genre transfer metrics, and further investigate the generalization capabilities and
robustness of the genre classifier metric. Incorporating richer
features such as velocities, note durations and instrumentation
could further improve the results and make genre transfers
more convincing and realistic. While in this paper we mainly
focused on evaluating the basic CycleGAN architecture, more
sophisticated architectures should be explored as well.
2 Audio samples:
www.youtube.com/channel/UCs-bI NP7PrQaMV1AJ4A3HQ
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